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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MARYLAND
BALTIMORE DIVISION
ROBERT WINNER and
LYNNE WINNER, Individually and on
behalf of all others similarly situated,
1:20-cv-3420
Civil Action No. __________

Plaintiffs,
v.
KELCO FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION,
Defendant.

COMPLAINT
(Individual & Class Action)
Plaintiffs Robert and Lynne Winner, individually and on behalf of all others similarly
situated, by and through counsel, Stephen G. Skinner and Skinner Law Firm, state as follows for
their Complaint against Defendant Kelco Federal Credit Union (“Kelco”):
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

Plaintiffs Robert and Lynne Winner are a married couple who reside in Bucks

County, Pennsylvania. The Winners financed the purchase of real estate in Mineral County, West
Virginia, by signing a Note with Kelco secured by a Deed of Trust.
2.

Defendant Kelco Federal Credit Union is a financial institution organized and

operating under federal law and having its principal place of business in Cumberland, Allegany
County, Maryland.
3.

The Plaintiffs signed the mortgage Note at issue in Maryland, and the Defendant

serviced the mortgage loan in Maryland.
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4.

Count 1 below seeks declaratory judgment, giving this Court subject matter

jurisdiction over this action for declaratory relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202 and
Rule 57 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
5.

This Court has jurisdiction of this matter under 28 U.S.C. §1332 as the Plaintiffs

and Defendant are citizens of different states and the Plaintiffs seek damages in excess of
$75,000.00 exclusive of interests and costs.
6.

Venue in this Court is proper as the Winners and Kelco signed the Note in

Allegany County, Maryland, and the actions and omissions giving rise to this action also
occurred in Allegany County, Maryland.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
7.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.
Relevant Terms of the Mortgage Loan

8.

On or around October 14, 2005, the Winners entered into a mortgage loan

agreement1 with Kelco for purchase of two lots in Mineral County, West Virginia, where the
Winners looked forward to building their retirement home.
9.

Under the terms of the 2005 Note, the Winners borrowed $52,000.00 at 7.5%

APR to be paid in 119 monthly payments of $623.70 with one final payment of $575.75.
10.

On or around August 29, 2008, Kelco entered into a refinancing agreement with

the Winners, again secured by a Deed of Trust.
11.

Under the terms of the 2008 Note, the Winners borrowed $63,000.00 at 10%

APR to be paid in 119 monthly payments of $608.70 with a balloon payment of $46,243.00 due
on September 1, 2018.

1

Exhibit A, 2005 Closed Note Disclosure Real Property.

2
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12.

The Note specifies that Kelco will apply payments first to “collection costs, then

to any late charges, the FINANCE CHARGE owing, and then to the unpaid principal balance.” 2
13.

The Deed of Trust securing the Note contradicts the Note, specifying that Kelco

will apply payments first to:
(a) interest due under the Note; (b) principal due under the Note; (c) amounts due
under section 3 [escrow]. Such payments shall be applied to each Periodic
Payment in the order in which it became due. Any remaining amounts shall be
applied first to late charges, second to any other amounts due under this Security
Instrument, and then to reduce the principal balance of the Note.
Servicing of the Loan
14.

Soon after their first payment in October 2008, the Winners asked Kelco if they

could make their monthly loan payments in two installments. Kelco assured the Winners that
this payment schedule was acceptable.
15.

Relying on Kelco’s assurances, the Winners proceeded to make payments on the

subject loan every-other week.
16.

Kelco consistently failed to correctly apply the Winners’ payments.

17.

Although Kelco had agreed to bi-weekly payments, on or around July 15, 2009, it

began to record those payments as partial payments and to treat the Winners’ account as being in
arrears.
18.

Ms. Winner tried repeatedly to get the account adjusted to reflect the actual and

correct payment history, but Kelco failed to correct the account.
19.

In fact, Kelco took some of the mortgage payments and applied them to other

accounts.

2

Id.

3
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20.

On July 1, 2010, Kelco employee John McClellan sent Ms. Winner an email that

stated, “regarding bi-weekly pmt that was done manually and based on history from first of year,
payment was drafted from account monthly . . . . i’ll see if I can get those pmts adjusted.” 3
21.

Two and one-half months later, Kelco had still not corrected the loan payments.

On or around September 13, 2010, another employee of Kelco, Bill Smouse, sent Ms. Winner an
email stating:
NOW, WITH THE $1,000.00 REC’D TODAY, A PAYMENT WAS MADE ON
EACH VISA ACCOUNT - $184.00 TO YOUR VISA ABD $39.00 TO
ROBERT’S VISA. BOTH VISA ACCOUNTS NOW CURRENT WITH
NOTHING DUE UNTIL THE NEXT BILLING EARLY IN OCTOBER. $83.67
WAS PUT ON THE LOT LOAN WHICH BRINGS THE NEW DUE DATE TO
9-15-10 (THERE WAS A LARGE PARTIAL PMT ON THE LOAN WHICH
STEMMED FROM CHECKS BEING PLACED DIRECTLY ON THE LOAN
UPON RECEIPT). UNTIL WE GET THIS BI-WEEKLY THING RESOLVED, I
PUT THE BALANCE OF THE CHECK OF $693.33 IN YOUR SAVINGS
ACCOUNT. IF YOU WANT THESE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED
DIFFERENTLY, PLEASE LET ME KNOW. . . . I DID NOT WANT TO PLACE
ANY ADDITIONAL FUNDS ON THE LOAN UNTIL THIS BI-WEEKLY
THING IS RESOLVED.
22.

Kelco held the Winners’ payments in suspense as partial payments despite

having agreed to accept bi-weekly payments.
23.

Kelco did not apply the Winners’ payments in a timely manner as required under

the terms of the Note and Deed of Trust governing the loan transaction.
24.

What is more, Kelco repeatedly charged the Winners late fees, despite the fact

that it was Kelco’s failure to properly service the loan that made the Winners’ account to appear
to be in arrears.

3

Exhibit B, email dated July 1, 2010.

4
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25.

Ultimately, the Winners gave up on Kelco ever mastering the bi-weekly payment

and reverted to the once-monthly payments. Still, Kelco failed to correct the Winners’ account
and actually continued adding improper late fees and other improper charges.
On or around November 3, 2011, despite the fact that the Winners’ loan was not

26.

escrowed, Kelco paid the property taxes on the subject lots and added the amount paid,
$1,300.05, to the principal of the loan.
27.

The additional amount of principal increased the interest payment allegedly owed

by the Winners.
28.

On or around December 7, 2011, Ms. Winner contacted Smouse to ask about

application of a $610.00 loan payment.4
29.

Smouse replied, “TO MY BEER FUND. WHERE ELSE? NOH – IT WENT TO

THE LOAN. THERE IS A PARTIAL PMT AND I USED SOME OF THE PARTIAL PMT TO
PAY YOUR VISA’S. THE LOAN IS DUE FOR NOV. 15TH.”5
30.

The Winners never authorized application of any portion of their loan payment to

their VISA accounts.
31.

On or around January 6, 2012, Smouse emailed Ms. Winner stating: “YOUR

PAYMENT IS 22 DAYS PAST DUE. NEED $508.21. WHEN DO YOU PLAN ON
MAILING?” 6 After Ms. Winner explained that she had placed a $610.00 payment in the night
drop box, Kelco discovered that the payment was still in the bottom of the night drop box.
32.

Because of Kelco’s failure to correct the account, the Winners consistently

appeared to be one month in arrears when, in fact, their payments were all timely.

4

Exhibit C, email exchange of December 7, 2011, and December 8, 2011.
Id.
6
Exhibit D, email exchange from January 6, 2012, and January 9, 2012.
5

5
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33.

The Winners continued to make their payments in a timely manner, and Kelco

continued to charge unauthorized late charges every month. Kelco deducted the alleged late fee
from the Winners’ monthly payment.
34.

On or around March 17, 2014, Ms. Winner received yet another email from

Smouse stating that Kelco had not yet received payment and asking when payment had been
received.7
35.

Ms. Winner responded by explaining that she had made the payment in person at

Kelco’s offices.8
36.

Smouse responded by stating, “YUP – THAT WAS BRAD.”9 Kelco did not

correct the date of the transaction, recording it instead as March 28, 2013. Once again, Kelco
charged a late fee.
37.

In 2016, Ms. Winner began to make additional payments to principal. Those

payments were approximately $304.00. Instead of applying those payments to principal, Kelco
credited them as partial payments. This misapplication of the payments again made the
Winners’ account appear to be a month in arrears, and Kelco began imposing improper late fees
on the account once again.
38.

All-in-all, from the inception of the loan to foreclosure Kelco charged the

Winners approximately 71 late fees of $30.44 each, a total of over $2,161.24.
39.

As the Winners’ balloon payment due date of September 1, 2018 approached,

they began to speak with Gil Frankenberry of Kelco about refinancing their loan.

7

Exhibit E, email exchange from March 18, 2014, and March 19, 2014.
Id.
9
Id.
8

6
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40.

Frankenberry told the Winners that they must pay down debt before qualifying

for refinancing and advised them to withdraw retirement funds to pay down debt. The Winners
on Frankenberry’s advice, withdrew the money from an IRA, incurring a withdrawal penalty.
41.

Negotiations for the refinance proceeded so slowly that the Winners’ balloon

payment came due in the interim. Although the Winners had already liquidated Ms. Winner’s
IRA at his request, Frankenberry demanded that the Winners “G**d*mn f****n’ pay us off.”
Frankenberry threatened to deny any refinance application and foreclose on the property.
Foreclosure on the Winners’ Lots
42.

On June 3, 2019, the Substitute Trustee under the applicable Deed of Trust sent

the Winners a right to cure letter stating that the balloon installment of $58,872.66 became due in
January 2019, a date that conflicts with the 2008 Note and Deed of Trust. Further, the balloon
payment Kelco demanded was approximately $12,629.60 more than the $46,243.00 itemized in
the 2008 note.
43.

Kelco told the Winners that the unauthorized late fees and 2011 property taxes

accounted for the inflated balloon installment.
44.

On or around October 16, 2019, the Substitute Trustee sent the Winners another

right to cure letter. The amount to cure stated in this notice was significantly different from the
June notice. The June letter stated that $61,532.12, this letter stated that a payment of $3,339.10
would cure the default. Where the June notice stated that the Winners were in default as of
January 2019, this notice stated that the Winners had failed to make monthly payments
beginning May 15, 2019. The notice further stated that failure to cure would result in
acceleration of all sums due, $63,178.81.

7
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45.

On November 19, 2019, the Substitute Trustee sent the Winners Notice of

Trustee’s Sale with the sale date listed as December 17, 2019.
46.

The Winners received no other correspondence from Kelco or the Substitute

Trustee about postponement of the sale or a new sale date, but according to the Trustee’s Deed of
Sale, recorded on March 12, 2020, the sale did not occur until almost two months later, on
February 14, 2020.
47.

On April 24, 2020, the Winners sent Kelco a notice of opportunity to cure as

required under W. Va. Code §§ 46A-5-108 and 46A-6-106.
48.

On June 29, 2020, Kelco responded through its attorney, Tara Collier Yutz, and

rejected the opportunity to cure.
49.

On October 26, 2020, the Winners wrote to Kelco requesting a copy of the closing

file for the Winners’ lot loan. As of the date of this Complaint, Kelco has not responded.
Damage to the Winners’ Credit
50.

In January 2020, Ms. Winner noticed on her Experian credit report that Kelco had

reported to the Credit Reporting Agencies that the account had been “foreclosed” in December
2019. This was objectively false.
51.

Upon making this discovery, Ms. Winner submitted disputes to Experian and

Kelco, challenging the accuracy of the account status.
52.

In July 2020, Ms. Winner received her updated credit report which now showed

that Kelco reported the account as not “foreclosed” at all, but “charged off” since March 2020.
53.

In August 2020, Ms. Winner again submitted disputes to Experian and Kelco,

challenging the accuracy of the account status and asking for proof of late or missed payments.

8
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54.

To date, Kelco has not fixed or accurately reported the account to Experian or

provided any proof whatsoever to justify the reported status of the account.
55.

As a result, the Winners grew concerned that nothing would deter Kelco from

damaging their credit and reputation, as they were now reporting completely different but still
derogatory and negative information to the credit buraus.
56.

Further, the Winners have experienced difficulty and were unable to procure the

refinance of their home loan, were unable to secure other lines of credit, and were denied loans
due to the erroneous information on her credit report.
COUNT 1 – DECLARATORY JUDGMENT (Individual Claim)
57.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

58.

An actual, present, and justiciable controversy has arisen between the Winners

and Kelco concerning Kelco’s right to foreclose on the Winners’ property in West Virginia.
59.

Kelco foreclosed on the Winners’ property and purchased the subject lots at

foreclosure.
60.

Kelco had no right to pursue this foreclosure because the alleged arrearage in the

Winners’ loan account was the result of Kelco’s failure to properly service the Winners’ loan.
61.

Kelco’s foreclosure is void because Kelco do not comply with the terms of the

mortgage Note or Deed of Trust.
62.

Upon information and belief, Kelco remains the record owner of the subject lots.

A declaration that the foreclosure is void is necessary in order to prevent Kelco from selling the
Winners’ property, thereby barring the Winners’ ability to be made whole in this action.
63.

Kelco must therefore set aside its foreclosure, provide the Winners with a full,

audited accounting of their loan, and reinstate and restructure the Winners’ mortgage loan.

9
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COUNT 2 - BREACHES OF CONTRACT (Individual Claims)
64.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

65.

Kelco breached its agreements and contracts with the Winners, including, among

other things, by charging the Winners late fees not authorized under the Note or Deed of Trust.
66.

Kelco breached its agreement with the Winners under the Deed of Trust by

applying the Winners’ mortgage loan payments to other accounts and in an order not agreed to
under the Deed of Trust.
67.

Kelco breached its agreements and contracts by failing to treat the Winners as it

had agreed to under the contract.
68.

Through its actions, inactions, and omissions, Kelco breached the covenant of

good faith and fair dealing inherent in the underlying contract.
69.

The Winners sustained damages as a result of Kelco’s breach of contract.

COUNT 3 - VIOLATIONS OF MARYLAND CONSUMER LAW (Individual Claims)
70.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301, Unfair, Abusive or Deceptive Practices
71.

Kelco provided services and credit to the Winners.

72.

Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301 prohibits a commercial enterprise like

Kelco from engaging in unfair, abusive or deceptive trade practices.
73.

Under § 13-301(1), Kelco may not make any false or misleading oral or written

statement or other representation of any kind which has the capacity, tendency, or effect of
deceiving or misleading consumers.
74.

Kelco falsely represented to the Winners that the Winners could make bi-weekly

mortgage loan payments and that Kelco could properly account for and apply those payments.

10
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75.

Through its agent and employee, Bill Smouse, Kelco then admitted that it lacked

the ability to properly handle the bi-weekly payments.
76.

Because it could not properly process the Winners’ bi-weekly payments, Kelco

misapplied the Winners’ loan payments.
77.

By misapplying the Winners’ loan payments, Kelco mislead the Winners into the

actual status of their loan account.
78.

Kelco repeatedly told the Winners that their loan account was late when it was

79.

On June 3, 2019, through the Substitute Trustee, Kelco told the Winners that the

not.

Winners were in default as of January 2019. Then, on October 16, 2019, Kelco told the Winners
that the Winners were in Default as of May 15, 2019. These conflicting statements caused the
Winners confusion and misunderstanding about the status of the mortgage debt.
80.

As a result of Kelco’s unfair and deceptive acts including violations of Maryland

Commercial Law, § 13-301, the Winners were damaged as alleged above, including being
annoyed, inconvenienced, harassed, bothered, upset, angered, harangued, caused indignation and
stress, and are entitled to all damages allowed by law, including attorney’s fees.
Maryland Commercial Law, § 14-202, Consumer Debt Collection
81.

At all times relevant to this action, Kelco was a “collector” under Maryland

Commercial Law, § 14-201(b) which defines a collector as “a person collecting or attempting to
collet an alleged debt arising out of a consumer transaction.”
82.

The mortgage loan in this case was a “consumer transaction” because it involves

“a person seeking or acquiring real or personal property, services, money, or credit for personal,
family, or household purposes.” Maryland Commercial Law, § 14-201(c).

11
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83.

Maryland Commercial Law, § 14-202(7) prohibits the use of obscene or grossly

abusive language in communicating with a consumer regarding the collection of a debt.
84.

On at least one occasion, a representative of Kelco, Gil Frankenberry, used

highly offensive language in connection with the collection of the Winners’ loan, demanding that
the Winners “G**d*mn f****n’ pay us off.”
85.

Maryland Commercial Law, § 14-202(11) prohibits a debt collector from

engaging in any conduct that violates §§ 804 – 812 of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act
(“FDCPA”), 15 U.S.C. § 1692 et seq.
86.

When its agent and employee, Gil Frankenberry, used profane language to

demand payment of the loan, Kelco violated § 806 of the FDCPA, 15 U.S.C. § 1692d(2), through
“the use of obscene or profane language the natural consequence of which is to abuse the
hearer.”
87.

Each and every time Kelco misrepresented or misstated the balance of the

Winners’ loan to the Winners, it violated § 807 of the FDCPA, 15 U.S.C. § 1692e(2)(A), which
prohibits the false representation of “the character, amount, or legal status of any debt.”
88.

Each and every time Kelco charged the Winners an unearned late fee, it violated

§ 808 of the FDCPA, 15 U.S.C. § 1692f(1), which prohibits “the collection of any amount
(including any interest, fee, charge, or expense incidental to the principal obligation) unless such
amount is expressly authorized by the agreement creating the debt or permitted by law.”
89.

As a result of Kelco’s violations of Maryland Commercial Law, § 14-202, the

Winners were damaged as alleged above, including being annoyed, inconvenienced, harassed,
bothered, upset, angered, harangued, caused indignation and stress, and are entitled to all
damages allowed by law, including attorney’s fees.

12
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90.

Further, Kelco owed duties of reasonable care to the Winners.

91.

Kelco failed to properly document and verify records related to the Winners’

account or alleged debt.
92.

Kelco failed to train, supervise, monitor, or otherwise control its employees to

ensure that its employees did not violate Maryland law.
93.

Kelco failed to exercise reasonable care and prudence in the accounting of the

loan it had with the Winners, in impermissibly billing unnecessary charges to the loan and in
misreporting the balance of the loan.
94.

As a result of Kelco’s actions, the Winners have suffered economic loss, been

annoyed, inconvenienced, harassed, bothered, upset, angered, harangued, caused indignation and
stress, and been otherwise injured.
COUNT 4 – FRAUD
95.

Plaintiffs herein incorporate all allegations above.

96.

Kelco told the Winners that it could properly process and apply bi-weekly

mortgage payments even though Kelco knew it had no policies or procedures in place to
facilitate those payments.
97.

The Winners relied on Kelco’s statement that it would and could properly

process and apply bi-weekly mortgage payments, and that reliance induced the Winners to make
bi-weekly mortgage payments.
98.

Kelco consistently and repeatedly misapplied and otherwise mishandled the

Winners’ mortgage payments, resulting in the Winners’ account appearing to be late or in
arrears.
99.

On multiple occasions, specifically stated in paragraphs 6 – 43 above, Kelco told

the Winners that it would correct errors to the mortgage account, but Kelco had no intention of
13
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correcting the account or of putting policies or procedures in place to correct the continued
misapplication of the Winner’s payments.
100.

Kelco’s misrepresentations induced the Winners to maintain their mortgage loan

account at Kelco instead of pursuing refinancing options with other lenders.
101.

Kelco repeatedly misstated the balance of the Winners’ mortgage loan account to

the Winners., including inflating the amount of the balloon payment due to the Winners by an
unexplained $12,629.60, even though Kelco knew that it had misapplied and mis-accounted for
payments made by the Winners.
102.

Further, Kelco’s false and misleading representations have caused the Winners

impairment of the capacity to enjoy life, mental anguish, and personal embarrassment.
103.

Kelco’s misconduct so willfully and completely disregarded the rights of the

Winners and was so reckless as to give rise to an award of punitive damages.
COUNT 5 - VIOLATIONS OF THE WEST VIRGINIA CONSUMER CREDIT AND
PROTECTION ACT (“WVCCPA”) (Individual Claims)
104.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.
Balloon Payment Disclosure, W. Va. Code § 46A-2-105

105.

Any time a consumer loan includes a scheduled payment “at least twice as large

as the smallest of all earlier scheduled payments . . . any writing purporting to contain the
agreement of the parties shall contain language in form and substance substantially similar to the
following: THIS CONTRACT IS NOT PAYABLE IN INSTALLMENTS OF EQUAL
AMOUNTS . . . AN INSTALLMENT OF $. . . . . . . . . . WILL BE DUE ON . . . . . . . . . .”
106.

The Note memorializing the agreement between Kelco and the winners contained

no language complying with the statute’s requirements.

14
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107.

As a result of the violations of WVCCPA the Plaintiffs were damaged as alleged

above and are entitled to all damages allowed by law, including attorneys fees.
Fraudulent, Deceptive, or Misleading Representation, W. Va. Code § 46A-2-127(d)
108.

The WVCCPA further prohibits “any false representation or implication of the

character, extent or amount of a claim against a consumer, or of its status in any legal proceeding
. . .”
109.

On more than one occasion, Kelco took loan payments made by the Winners and

held than money in a savings account, skewing the reported balance of the loan.
110.

Each time Kelco misapplied the bi-monthly payments it had agreed to accept, it

generated a new, inaccurate, loan balance.
111.

In June 2019, Kelco demanded an inaccurate balloon payment from the Winners.

112.

In June 2019, Kelco told the Winners that the cure amount for their loan was

$58,872.66, but with absolutely no explanation, represented that amount as $3,339.10 in October
2019. At least one of these cure amounts was inaccurate.
113.

As a result of the violations of WVCCPA the Plaintiffs were damaged as alleged

above and are entitled to all damages allowed by law, including attorneys fees.
Unfair or Unconscionable Means, W. Va. Code § 46A-2-128(d)
114.

The WVCCPA also prohibits “the collection or attempt to collect any interest or

other charge, fee or expense incidental to the principal obligation unless such interest or
incidental fee, charge or expense is expressly authorized by the agreement creating or modifying
the obligation and by statute or regulation.” W. Va. Code § 46A-2-128(d).

15
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115.

Because of its own failure to properly apply the Winners’ loan payments, Kelco

charged the Winners over 70 improper late fees. Each improper loan fee is a separate violation
of W. Va. Code § 46A-2-128(d).
116.

As a result of the violations of WVCCPA the Plaintiffs were damaged as alleged

above and are entitled to all damages allowed by law, including attorneys fees.
Oppression and Abuse, W. Va. Code § 46A-2-125(a)
117.

The WVCCPA prohibits the use of profane or obscene language or language that

is intended to unreasonably abuse the hearer or reader.
118.

Kelco violated this provision when its agents and employees cavalierly told the

Winners that misapplied or unapplied loan payments had become “beer money.”
119.

Kelco violated this provision when, during negotiations for the refinance, Kelco’s

agent and employee, Gil Frankenberry, made vulgar, abusive demands for payment of the 2008
Note.
120.

As a result of the violations of WVCCPA the Plaintiffs were damaged as alleged

above and are entitled to all damages allowed by law, including attorneys fees.
Unfair or Deceptive Acts and Practices, W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104
121.

The WVCCPA prohibits “unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive

acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce.” W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104.
122.

Kelco’s misapplication of the Winner’s payments caused the Winners’ confusion

and misunderstanding in violation of W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104 (7)(L), which prohibits
“engaging in any other conduct which similarly creates a likelihood of confusion or of
misunderstanding.”

16
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123. Kelco’s misapplication of the Winners’ payments led to Kelco determining that
the Winners’ loan was in arrears and, ultimately, in Kelco’s wrongfully foreclosing on the
Winners’ lots. This behavior likewise violated W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104(7)(L).
124.

Kelco’s actions and omissions in paragraphs 100 and 101 above likewise violated

W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104(7)(M), which prohibits:
The act, use or employment by any person of any deception, fraud, false pretense,
false promise or misrepresentation, or the concealment, suppression or omission
of any material fact with intent that others rely upon such concealment,
suppression or omission, in connection with the sale or advertisement of any
goods or services, whether or not any person has in fact been misled, deceived or
damaged thereby.
125.

As a result of the violations of W. Va. Code §46A-6-101 through 110, the

Plaintiffs were damaged as alleged above and are entitled to all damages allowed by law,
including attorney’s fees.
COUNT 6 – UNJUST ENRICHMENT (Individual Claims)
126.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

127.

Kelco, by wrongfully foreclosing on the Winners’ lot, have unjustly retained a

benefit to the detriment of the Winners, and their retention of the benefit violates the
fundamental principles of justice, equity, and good conscience.
128.

The Winners lost their future retirement home to foreclosure that could have and

should have been avoided.
129.

Kelco has unjustly enriched itself, and the Winners lack a remedy provided by

130.

Because of Kelco’s acts and omissions, the Winners have been damaged and

law.

continue to be damaged in substantial amount to be determined by trial.

17
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COUNT 7 – VIOLATIONS OF THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT (“FCRA”) (15
U.S.C. §1681, et seq.) (Individual)
131.

Plaintiff incorporates all allegations above.

132.

Defendant Kelco knowingly and intentionally prepared, or with reckless

disregard, compiled, issued, assembled, and communicated inaccurate, erroneous, and blatantly
false consumer information regarding Plaintiffs, as defined in the FCRA.
133.

Defendant Kelco violated 15 U.S.C. §1681s-2(b) by continuously failing to

conduct a reasonable investigation with respect to the disputed information, by continuously
failing to review all relevant information available, and by continuously failing to update
Plaintiffs credit reports and delete the information.
134.

As a result of Kelco’s failures to correct their erroneous and derogatory credit

reporting, Plaintiffs have suffered a detriment to their ability to borrow, emotional distress, and
other damages in an amount to be determined at trial constituting actual and punitive damages
pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681n(a)(1)(a), and 1681n(a)(2).
135.

Plaintiff is entitled to attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §

1681n(a)(3).
COUNT 8 – CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
136.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

137.

This action is brought and may properly be maintained as a class action pursuant

to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
138.

Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and all natural persons with

whom Kelco entered into mortgage loan agreements for the purchase of real property where the
mortgage loan agreement included a balloon payment within the meaning of Md. Code Regs.
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09.03.10.03(A) and failed to disclose that balloon payment as required under Md. Code Regs.
09.03.10.03(A).
139.

Upon information and belief, the prospective class members are so numerous that

joinder of all class members is impracticable.
140.

Plaintiffs’ Claims are typical of the claims of the Class, and Plaintiffs will fairly

and adequately protect the interests of the Class with respect to the appropriate common issues of
fact and law and has hired counsel competent to prosecute the said action for and on behalf of the
Plaintiffs and the Class.
141.

The prosecution of this civil action by all Plaintiffs in separate actions would

create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members of the
Class, could as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of the other members of the Class
not parties and/or substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests, and/or
Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the Class, making
final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the class as a whole
appropriate.
142.

There are numerous questions of law and fact common to the Class.

143.

The interests of the members of the Class, as to common questions of law and

fact, in individually controlling the prosecution of separate actions do not outweigh the benefits
of a class action as to those issues.
144.

The difficulties in management of this Class as a class action are outweighed by

the benefits it has with respect to disposing of common issues of law and fact as to the large
number of litigants, and it is desirable to concentrate the litigation in one forum for the
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management of this civil action due to the number of cases that may very well be filed and/or are
presently pending in other jurisdictions.
145.

The questions of law and fact common to the members of the class predominate

over any questions affecting only individual members, and a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.
146.

Plaintiffs are members of the Class they seek to represent. The members of the

Class are so numerous that joinder is impracticable and could involve over fifty litigants in each
class and the members of the Class in all other respects are similarly situated as required under
Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Class comply with the requirements
thereof.
147.

Plaintiffs are committed to the vigorous prosecution of this action and has

retained competent counsel experienced in the prosecution of class actions and consumer
litigation and are adequate representatives of the Class and will fairly and adequately protect the
interests of the Class.
COUNT 9 – VIOLATIONS OF MARYLAND CONSUMER LAW (Class Claims)
148.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

149.

Maryland’s Commercial Law prohibits unfair, abusive, and deceptive trade

practices. Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301.
150.

Unfair, abusive, and deceptive trade practices include “[f]alse, falsely

disparaging, or misleading oral or written statement[s], visual description[s], or other
representation[s] of any kind which has the capacity, tendency, or effect of deceiving or
misleading consumers. Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301(1).
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151.

Unfair, abusive, and deceptive trade practices further include “failure to state a

material fact if the failure tends to deceive.” Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301(3).
152.

The prohibition against unfair, abusive, and deceptive trade practices

encompasses “[d]eception, fraud, false pretense, false premise, misrepresentation, or knowing
concealment, suppression, or omission of any material fact with the intent that a consumer rely
on the same in connection with (i) the promotion or sale of any . . . consumer realty . . .”
Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301(9).
153.

Maryland law also requires specific disclosures for mortgage loans that include a

balloon payment. Md. Code Regs. 09.03.10.03(A).
154.

Disclosure of a balloon payment must contain “the following information, as

applicable, and in substantially similar form”:
BALLOON PAYMENT: This mortgage loan contains a balloon payment
provision. A balloon payment is a scheduled lump sum usually due at the end of
the mortgage loan term that is significantly larger than the other regularly
scheduled periodic payments. If you cannot pay the balloon payment when due,
you may have to obtain a new loan to make the balloon payment or you may lose
your property through foreclosure. Before deciding to take this loan, consider
your ability to pay the balloon payment when it comes due. The balloon payment
on the mortgage loan you have applied for is due (insert number of months) from
the date your mortgage loan begins.
Md. Code Regs. 09.03.10.03(B).
155.

Kelco did not include this disclosure language, or any substantially similar

language, in the 2008 Note executed by the Winners.
156.

Kelco’s failure to include the disclosure language in the mortgage loan documents

rendered the mortgage misleading in violation of Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301(1).
157.

Kelco’s failure to include the disclosure language in the mortgage loan documents

was a misstatement of a material fact that tended to deceive in violation of Maryland
Commercial Law, § 13-301(3).
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158.

Kelco’s failure to include the disclosure language in the mortgage loan documents

represents a “knowing concealment, suppression, or omission of any material fact with the intent
that a consumer rely on the same in connection with (i) the promotion or sale of any . . .
consumer realty . . .” Maryland Commercial Law, § 13-301(9).
159.

As a result of the violations of Maryland’s Consumer law, the Plaintiffs were

damaged as alleged above and are entitled to all damages allowed by law, including attorney’s
fees.
COUNT 10 – NEGLIGENCE (Class Action Claim)
160.

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations above.

161.

As discussed supra, Maryland requires specific disclosures for mortgage loans

that include a balloon payment. Md. Code Regs. 09.03.10.03(A).
162.

Mortgage lenders in Maryland have a duty of care to borrowers. Md. Code Regs.

09.03.06.20.
163.

Kelco did not include this disclosure language, or any substantially similar

language, in the 2008 Note executed by the Winners.
164.

The Winners are mortgage loan borrowers and are therefore members of the class

of persons whose interests are protected by the regulation requiring specific disclosure of the
meaning and impact of a balloon payment.
165.

The regulation is intended to protect mortgage loan borrowers from losing their

property through foreclosure when the balloon payment becomes due.
166.

Kelco’s failure to comply with the regulation's disclosure requirements is

evidence of Kelco’s negligence.
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167.

Kelco’s negligence was the proximate cause of Plaintiffs have suffered financial

losses and have been annoyed, inconvenienced, harassed, bothered, upset, angered, harangued
and otherwise caused indignation and distress.
WHEREFORE, the Winners request the Court enter judgment in their favor and against
Kelco as follows:
a. Declaratory judgment that the foreclosure against the Winners’ lots was
wrongful and is therefore null and void, placing the parties back in the
position they were in prior to the foreclosure;
b. Compensatory damages against Kelco;
c. Damages under Maryland’s consumer protection laws;
d. Actual and statutory damages under the WVCCPA;
e. Pre-judgment and post-judgment interest;
f. Punitive damages and
g. Any such further relief allowed by law.
The Winners demand a trial by jury.
ROBERT WINNER and
LYNNE WINNER, Individually and on
behalf of all others similarly situated
By counsel
/s/ Stephen G. Skinner
Stephen G. Skinner
Bar ID: 20220
Client Funding #:1706090005
SKINNER LAW FIRM
PO BOX 487
Charles Town, WV 25414
304-725-7029
sskinner@skinnerfirm.com
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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